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Chapter 7
Background
Influenza viral infections are a serious threat to human health, resulting in about 290,000 to
650,000 deaths globally each year[1]. A ‘‘universal’’ vaccine which confers cross-protection
against multiple influenza subtypes and strains is urgently needed. Although recent studies
suggest that non-neutralizing antibodies and T cell immunity may play an important role in
cross-protective immunity[2,3], there are still many unanswered questions related to crossprotective vaccines. For example, which mechanisms are required for optimal cross-protection?
Are these cross-protective immune mechanisms induced by current influenza vaccine? If not,
how could current vaccines be improved to enhance their cross-protective effectiveness? If we
are going to develop a novel “universal” influenza vaccine, which immune responses are
essential for it? Moreover, considering most of these studies are performed in animals, how to
translate these findings to humans? The work presented in this thesis contributes to a better
understanding of cross-protective immune mechanisms, to determine their respective role in
protection from infection by diverse influenza virus strains, and to elucidate how these immune
responses could be induced, enhanced or altered.
Cross-protection induced by infection or vaccination
In humans, during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic (H1N1pdm2009) outbreak, it was observed that
children and younger people showed higher infection rates than middle-aged adults and old
people[4]. Serological studies demonstrate that antibodies which can react with the novel
H1N1pdm09 virus were already present in adult or old people before the 2009 pandemic [5]. It
is possible that old people were previously infected by antigenically similar H1N1 influenza
virus strains. Another possibility may be that those cross-reactive antibodies against the novel
2009 virus in adults and elderly people were induced by multiple infections over time (during
their early life). Recent studies show that sequential infection with antigenically distinct virus
strains results in increased generation of cross-reactive and potentially cross-protective
antibodies against the conserved HA stem region[6]. Meanwhile, it has been reported that
sequential infection with different strains of influenza virus could also shift the CD8 T cells
immune response in mice[7]. These results indicate that in contrast to infection with a single
virus strain, sequential infection with divergent influenza virus strains can induce a crossreactive immune response against shared antigen(s) which may contribute to a certain level of
cross-protection.
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To understand the cross-protective immune responses induced by sequential live virus infection,
in chapter 2, mice were sequentially infected with antigenically distinct virus strains, PR8 and
X-31, to mimic the infection situation in humans. In addition, we immunized mice with whole
inactivated influenza virus (WIV) vaccines or subunit (SU) vaccines derived from these two
strains of virus. Through analyzing the cross-protective immune response induced by sequential
live virus infection in mice, we wanted to figure out which immune responses are required for
optimal cross-protection. Furthermore, through comparing the different mechanisms induced
by multiple live virus infection and WIV vaccination, we attempted to determine if the
effectiveness of cross-protection induced by current influenza vaccines could be enhanced.
Our results show that sequential infection with PR8 and X-31 virus provided solid crossprotection against H1N1pdm09 viral infection. Cross-protection was mediated by nonneutralizing, cross-reactive antibodies and CD8 effector memory T cells (TEM). Partial crossprotection was provided by sequential vaccination with WIV and was associated with CD8
central memory T cells (TCM) and to a minor extent with cross-reactive antibodies. In contrast,
sequential vaccination with SU vaccine only induced a minimal amount of cross-reactive serum
antibodies and no T cell immunity against H1N1pdm09 and could not provide cross-protection.
Notably, we found that non-neutralizing antibodies induced by sequential infection provided
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effective cross-protection. This contrasts with previous publications that serum antibodies
induced by single live virus infection cannot provide cross-protection[8,9]. A recent study by
Nachbagauer et al. reported that secondary exposure to divergent virus strains from the same
HA group can induce higher levels of cross-reactive antibodies than a single infection[10]. This
may be because the second infection could enhance the generation of cross-reactive antibody
against shared antigens. Thus, we speculate that sequential infection may specifically enhance
the generation of non-neutralizing antibodies against conserved proteins which then may be
responsible for cross-protection. Indeed, in our study substantial amounts of cross-reactive
antibody against M2e and NP were found in the sequential infection group.
Several parameters could explain the lower cross-protective activity of antibodies induced by
sequential WIV or SU vaccination compared to sequential infection. We observed that crossreactive antibody titers induced by sequential WIV immunization were around 20-fold lower
than those evoked by sequential infection. Another possible explanation may be that crossreactive antibodies induced by sequential WIV vaccination showed a narrower binding
spectrum than those induced by sequential infection, since e.g. anti-M2e antibodies were only
induced in the sequential infection group. Therefore, we speculate that the lower magnitude and
153
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narrower spectrum antibodies induced by sequential WIV vaccination compared to sequential
infection may be responsible for their lower cross-protective activity.
Besides that, DiLillo et al reported that mice which received the IgG2a (Th1-type) form of 6F12
bNAb (targeting to HA stem) showed minimal weight loss whereas mice which received the
IgG1 (Th2-type) form of 6F12 bNAb showed significant weight loss similar to that of mocktreated mice[11]. This indicates that Th1-type antibodies exhibit stronger cross-protective
capacity than Th2-type antibodies. Sequential SU vaccination only induced a limited amount
of cross-reactive antibody which was of the Th2-type. This may also partly explain why
sequential SU vaccination cannot provide cross-protection.
Understanding how non-neutralizing antibodies induced by sequential infection provide potent
cross-protection would benefit the development of cross-protective vaccines. It has been
reported that non-neutralizing antibodies can provide cross-protection by a number of Fcreceptor dependent mechanisms, including complement-mediated lysis[12,13], antibody
dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP)[14,15] and antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC)[3,16,17]. The ability of influenza vaccines and live virus infection to induce ADCCAbs has been investigated. Two doses of TIV (subunit vaccine) immunization could not induce
ADCC-Abs, whereas H1N1 or H3N2 live virus infection could induce robust ADCC-Abs in
animal model[18]. To some extent, these results are in line with our findings, since nonneutralizing antibodies induced by sequential infection provided cross-protection whereas nonneutralizing antibodies induced by sequential WIV only showed a minor effect. We still do not
know which mechanisms are responsible for the cross-protection provided by these nonneutralizing antibodies. Future work should be performed to improve our understanding about
these mechanisms. Knowledge about how these non-neutralizing antibodies could be
effectively induced is essential for the development of cross-protective vaccines.
In addition to cross-reactive antibody immune responses, recent studies show that crossreactive T cells are also correlated with cross-protection in humans and animals[8,19,20]. In
our study, it is noted that sequential virus infection induced large amounts of cross-reactive
CD8 T cells in lung and spleen and these cells had mainly an effector memory phenotype (TEM).
This result is in line with previous findings that a single influenza infection mainly induces
influenza-specific CD8 TEM cells[21]. Interestingly, sequential WIV vaccination was found to
induce a limited amount of cross-reactive CD8 T cells, but these cells were found only in the
spleen and had a central memory phenotype (TCM). It makes sense that sequential SU
immunization could not induce cross-reactive CD8 T cell immune response, since there are no
154
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conserved proteins present in SU vaccines. Depletion of CD8 T cells in sequentially infected
mice resulted in enhanced lung virus titers compared to those in sequentially infected nondepleted mice. This result indicates that CD8 T cells induced by sequential infection do play a
role in cross-protection. Similarly, depletion of CD8 T cells induced by sequential WIV
immunization resulted in lung virus titers similar to those in PBS mock vaccinated mice,
implying that CD8 T cells are also important for cross-protection induced by sequential WIV
immunization. These results agree with previous findings that CD8 T cells induced by WIV
were responsible for cross-protection against heterologous virus infection in mice[22–24].
Nevertheless, some questions remain to be answered. For example, do different phenotypes of
memory CD8 T cells show the same cross-protective potential? Previous publications have
shown that CD8 TEM cells are associated with a fast recall immune response to the infection
site, thus providing immediate cross-protection whereas CD8 TCM cells have high proliferative
capability in secondary lymphoid organs but provide delayed cross-protection[21,25,26]. These
findings may partly explain why sequential infection provides full cross-protection, but
sequential vaccination only could provide partial cross-protection from day 5 post infection in
our study. Further studies should be performed to understand the different contribution of these
cells to cross-protection.

7

As indicated in chapter 1, a new phenotype of memory CD8 T cells, lung resident memory CD8
T cells, were found in animals and humans[27,28]. It has been reported that these cells were
required for optimal cross-protection in animals[29,30]. Another recent study stresses that
tissue resident CD8 T cells in the nasal rather than the lung epithelium are the most important
cells for cross-protection[31]. A published study by Zens et al showed that lung resident
memory CD8 T cells can be induced by LAIV[32]. Whether lung resident memory CD8 T cells
can also be induced by WIV vaccination should be investigated in future studies.
In summary, we found that sequential infection with different live influenza virus strains
induced non-neutralizing antibodies and cross-reactive CD8 T cells. Each of these mechanisms
alone was of sufficient magnitude to provide cross-protection.
Although non-neutralizing antibodies and cross-reactive CD8 T cells induced by sequential
WIV vaccination also contributed to cross-protection, neither of them alone was strong enough
to provide a significant protective effect. Thus, in chapter 3, we tested whether cross-protection
could be enhanced by adding adjuvants such as CAF01, CAF09, CTA1-DD and CTA1-3M2eDD to WIV vaccine. We hypothesized that a universal vaccine should induce both significant
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cross-reactive antibody immune responses and CD8 T cells immune responses. To test this
hypothesis, thus, we developed a virosome-based vaccine which induces not only cross-reactive
antibodies but also cross-reactive CD8 T cells. In chapter 4, we evaluated the cross-protection
induced by this vaccine in mice.
Adjuvants enhance the cross-protection
In chapter 2, we gained more insight into the kind of immune responses that are capable of
controlling heterologous influenza infection. It was key to understand how to manipulate innate
immune responses using different adjuvants and/or delivery routes to enhance these crossprotective immune responses.
In chapter 3, we therefore compared the liposome-based adjuvants (CAF01 and CAF09) and
the protein-based adjuvants (CTA1-DD and CTA1-3M2e-DD) head-to-head to determine their
relative efficacy to enhance the cross-protection induced by WIV vaccination. Our results show
that i.n. immunization with CAF09-, CTA1-DD- or CTA1-3M2e-DD-adjuvanted WIV
provided better cross-protection compared to i.m. immunization with WIV or WIV plus
CAF01-adjuvant. Moreover, WIV combined with a mucosal adjuvant not only provided crossprotection against heterologous but also against heterosubtypic virus infection. We further
found that non-neutralizing serum IgG, mucosal IgA and IFNγ-producing CD4 T cells were
significantly higher for WIV with mucosal adjuvants than for non-adjuvanted vaccines.
Mechanistic experiments revealed that non-neutralizing serum antibodies and CD4 T cells were
involved in the observed cross-protection while IgA antibody seemed to play only a minor role.
We found that i.n. immunization with WIV plus mucosal adjuvant induced around 10 times
more non-neutralizing antibodies than WIV alone. In chapter 2, we also found that sequential
infection induced around 20 times more non-neutralizing antibodies than sequential WIV
vaccination. This result indicates that the antibody titers in WIV plus mucosal adjuvant group
were of similar magnitude as those in the live virus infection group (in chapter 2). This
observation could explain why non-neutralizing antibodies induced (in chapter 3) by WIV plus
mucosal adjuvant provided cross-protection. Taken together, our results imply that adding
adjuvant to significantly enhance the generation of non-neutralizing antibodies may be a
strategy to improve the cross-protective potential of WIV.
In chapter 2 we concluded that CD4 T cells are not essential for cross-protection. This might
be because large amounts of non-neutralizing antibodies and cross-reactive CD8 T cells were
present. These antibodies or CD8 T cells alone could significantly reduce the lung virus titer
156
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even in the absence of CD4 T cells. In chapter 3, although depletion of CD4 T cells resulted
in increased virus titers only in the WIV plus CTA1-3M2e-DD group, this result still indicates
that CD4 T cells can contribute to a decrease in the virus titer in mice. This fits with the high
numbers of influenza-specific CD4 T cells detected in this group and indicates that CD4 T cells
can contribute to cross-protection when present in high numbers. This finding is in line with
previous observations that memory CD4 T cells induced by live virus infection provided crossprotection in mice and humans[8,9,20] Therefore, instead of increasing CD8 T cells,
specifically enhancing the generation of cross-reactive CD4 T cells by adjuvant might also
improve the cross-protective capacity of WIV.
In the literature and in our own study, vaccination with WIV plus mucosal adjuvants led to
remarkably enhanced levels of cross-reactive local IgA in lungs and nasal mucosa of
animal[33–35]. It has been shown that IgA antibody contributes to cross-protection to
influenza[36,37]. However, in our study IgA KO mice were protected from heterosubtypic
challenge to a similar extent as wildtype BALB/c mice. This indicates that local IgA did not
play a crucial role in cross-protection induced by i.n. administered adjuvanted WIV.
These results underline that immunization with WIV plus mucosal adjuvant activates a range
of cross-protective immune responses. Exploiting new adjuvants thus paves the way for the
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development of a “universal” influenza vaccine.

Novel modified virosomes induce cross-protection
Current research on universal influenza vaccines is mainly directed at targeting conserved
proteins of the influenza virus. Aside from broadly-protective neutralizing antibodies, crossreactive T cells are also considered to be an important component of future influenza
vaccines[38]. In chapter 2, we confirmed that both cross-reactive antibody and cross-reactive
CD8 T cells are required for optimal cross-protection. However, inducing effective crossreactive CD8 T cells against conserved epitope of influenza virus is challenging due to the low
capacity for conserved proteins entering the cytosol of APCs.
Influenza virosomes are reconstituted membrane envelopes which contain only the membrane
lipids and the surface proteins of virus[39,40]. Virosomes were demonstrated to be an efficient
delivery system for peptides to induce CD8 T cells in previous studies[40–42]. In these studies,
conserved peptides were associated or encapsulated into virosomes[40,41]. However, the
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association or encapsulation rates of peptides is extremely low, which limits the amount of CD8
T cells induced by these virosomes. In chapter 4, we developed a modified influenza virosome
with DOGs-NTA-Ni lipid and TLR4-ligand MPLA incorporated in the membrane.
DOGS-NTA-Ni lipid has been used to facilitate the association of his-tagged peptides to
liposomes[43]. To our knowledge, it is the first time that DOGs-NTA-Ni is used in influenza
virosomes. We found that presence of DOGS-NTA-Ni allowed the conjugation of large
amounts of his-tagged proteins onto the virosomes. Previously, free proteins or peptides were
directly encapsulated into influenza virosomes[44] which resulted in encapsulation of only
around 225 ovalbumin (OVA) molecules per virosomal particle. In our study, we estimate that
one DOGs-NTA-Ni-containing-virosome could be conjugated with around 12000 molecules of
NP, indicating that incorporated DOGs-NTA-Ni could facilitate association of about 50 times
more NP than could be achieved by passive encapsulation. These results imply that DOGsNTA-Ni could be a promising linker for the conjugation of his-tagged proteins to delivery
systems.
In addition, MPLA was incorporated into the DOGs-NTA-Ni-containing-virosomes. In vitro,
MPLA significantly enhanced the activation of APCs. A published study shows that
incorporation of MPLA into glycoliposomes induced significantly higher cross-presentation of
a peptide (gp100280-288) compared to soluble MPLA mixed with glycoliposomes[45]. Based on
these findings, future studies should be designed to determine whether incorporated MPLA
could increase the cross-presentation of NP protein. Moreover, Kamphuis et al reported that
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) virosomes with incorporated MPLA significantly skewed the
immune response towards a Th1 phenotype[46]. As indicate before, Th1 immunity exhibited
higher cross-protective capacity than Th2 immunity. On basis of these studies and our own
observations, we speculate that incorporated MPLA could enhance the cross-protective
capacity by activation of APCs, enhancing the cross-presentation of conserved antigens and
skewing the immune response to a Th1 phenotype. MPLA would thus be a promising adjuvant
for the development of cross-protective influenza vaccines.
We found that virosomes with attached NP induced a higher amount of NP-specific CTLs
than virosomes with mixed NP, but these two vaccinations exhibited similar cross-protective
capacity against heterosubtypic influenza virus infection. This result indicates that NP-specific
CTLs may not be crucial for cross-protection in this study, and another mechanism may be
involved. A study by Carragher et al showed that adoptively transferred anti-NP antibody could
provide cross-protection against heterologous virus infection[47]. Anti-NP antibody induced
158
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by virosomes with attached NP or mixed NP may contribute to the observed cross-protection.
Previous studies showed that cross-reactive antibodies targeting the HA stem region and
conserved part of NA can play an important role in cross-protection[48–50]. This could partly
explain why virosomes without NP also provided cross-protection in our study. Collectively,
we speculate that cross-reactive antibodies against HA, NA and NP proteins may be responsible
cross-protection in our study.
In summary, we developed an “all-in-one” vaccine with incorporated adjuvant and attached
conserved NP proteins. This “all-in-one” virosome vaccines could induce not only crossreactive CTLs against conserved proteins of influenza virus, but also cross-reactive antibodies
against conserved influenza proteins. These “all-in-one” virosomes could be exploited as a
platform to induce potent cross-protective immunity against influenza virus infection.
Prior infection with Streptococcus pneumoniae alters immune responses
Most of our understanding of cross-protection induced by prior infection or vaccination comes
from experiments performed on specific-pathogen-free (SPF) mice. However, whether such
cross-protective responses reflect those in free-living organisms remains unknown. By
analyzing the gene expression in the blood of mice, recent publications showed that the immune
response in naïve SPF mouse is different from the immune response in pet mice and wild
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mice[51,52]. Moreover, co-housing SPF mice with pet mice resulted in an increase of highly
differentiated effector memory cells in SPF mice, which indicates that exposure of SPF mice to
pathogens alters the immune response of these mice[51]. Furthermore, Reese et al reported that
sequential infection of SPF mice with common pathogens, such as herpesviruses, influenza
virus, or helminths, significantly changes the immune response and subsequently influences the
immune response induced by vaccines[53]. These studies indicate that pre-existing immunity
induced by exposure to different pathogens can influence the effectiveness of vaccines in
animal models. A new mouse model which can better reflect the complicated immune response
induced by previous infection in humans would be desirable for evaluation of (universal)
influenza vaccines.
Thus, as a part of this dissertation, in chapter 5, we investigated whether previous infection of
mice with Streptococcus pneumonia could alter the immune response induced by WIV
vaccination in SPF mice. SPF mice were first infected with Streptococcus pneumonia
intranasally and then vaccinated with PR8 WIV intramuscularly. We found that total anti-PR8
IgM was similar in Streptococcus pneumoniae-infected and mock-infected mice on day 7, 14
159
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and 28 post vaccination. However, total anti-PR8 IgG was lower in Streptococcus pneumoniaeinfected mice than in mock-infected mice on day 7 post vaccination, but not on day 14 and day
21 post vaccination. Moreover, anti-PR8 IgG2a antibody was lower and anti-PR8 IgG1
antibody was higher in Streptococcus pneumoniae-infected mice compared to mock-infected
mice on day 7 post vaccination. Reese et al reported that co-infected mice and SPF mice
exhibited equivalent antibody responses early after vaccination against yellow fever virus
(YFV-17d), but by day 34 total anti-YFV-17D IgG was lower in co-infected mice compared
with SPF mice. Reese also observed a lower antibody titer in co-infected mice but that the
kinetics were different. Our results indicate that prior exposure to Streptococcus pneumoniae
not only inhibits the generation of influenza-specific IgG but also skews the immune response
to a Th2 type at the early stage of vaccination at the beginning of vaccination. However, whether
these skewed immune responses could influence the protection against live virus infection
remains unknown.
In the literature, besides antibody immune responses, T cell immune response are also
correlated with protection against influenza virus infection. As indicated before, influenzaspecific T cells immune response can be induced by whole inactivated influenza
vaccines[22,23]. It remains to be investigated whether prior infection with Streptococcus
pneumoniae alters the T cell immunity induced by WIV vaccination. The influence of the
microbial environment on the T cell composition of the immune system in mice was tested by
Beura et al [51]. They found that lower numbers of memory CD8 T cells were present and were
almost entirely comprised of cells with a central memory phenotype in SPF mice. Greater
numbers of memory CD8 T cells were found in pet store mice or wild mice. Moreover, by
analyzing the T cell immune response in blood and nonlymphoid organ, they found that there
are almost no tissue-resident memory T cells in SPF mice. In contrast, wild mice or pet store
mice showed effector-memory and tissue-resident memory T cells. Another study by Abolins
et al confirmed these findings[52]. Collectively, these studies indicate that (co-)infection by
specific pathogens may shape T cell immunity in SPF mice. Whether such shifted prevaccination T cells immunity could influence the generation of influenza-specific T cell
immunity induced by WIV vaccination with respect to phenotype and amount should be
clarified in future studies.
A cotton rat model for evaluation of WIV
Although mice are widely used to evaluate the protective potential of novel influenza vaccines,
the translation of the findings in mice to humans has been questioned. One of the reasons may
160
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be that most of the strains of influenza viruses isolated from patients need to be adapted to
achieve effective infection in mice. Using these pre-adapted strains for the evaluation of
influenza vaccine in mice cannot reflect the protection against the circulating virus in humans.
Thus, other animal models which can be directly infected by clinical strains of influenza should
be developed to evaluate the effectiveness of influenza vaccine.
Cotton rats have been used as a model to study the pathogenesis of influenza[54,55]. One reason
for this was that adaptation of human influenza strains is not required for virus replication and
the development of disease in cotton rats. Intranasal infection of un-adapted human influenza
viruses results in viral replication in the lower and upper respiratory tract in cotton rats. The
kinetic of virus replication in cotton rats is similar to that observed in humans who were
experimentally infected by wild type virus[56]. Moreover, it has been observed that virus could
be cleared from the noses of cotton rates by 6 days post-infection[54]. These similarities
between cotton rats and humans make cotton rats a suitable model for study of influenza
infection. Recently, cotton rats also have been used to evaluate the effectiveness of influenza
vaccines but lung virus titer was the only parameter evaluated[57,58].
Are there any other parameters that correlate with the clinical symptoms caused by virus
challenge after vaccination in cotton rats? In chapter 6, we immunized cotton rats with a single
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high dose or two moderate doses of WIV. Clinical parameters, such as weight loss, temperature
and breathing frequency, were monitored daily. Corroborating previous results[59], we found
that WIV vaccination could induce high amounts of antibodies and lung virus titers were
significantly reduced. These results are in line with previous publications[57]. Notably, we
found that virus challenge significantly increased the breathing frequency of cotton rats.
Moreover, the increased breathing frequency started to return to baseline in WIV-vaccinated
cotton rats on day two post challenge. We therefore demonstrated that the clinical symptoms
caused by influenza challenge could be reduced by WIV vaccination in cotton rats. This result
indicates that breathing frequency could be a potential indicator for the protective efficacy of
the vaccine.
We found that antibody immune responses induced by WIV vaccination were correlated with
protection in cotton rats. However, in mice, it has been reported that cellular immunity also
plays an important role in (cross-)protection against influenza virus infection. Thus, we
speculate that cellular immunity may also contribute to protection in cotton rats. A previous
publication by Eichelberger et al supports this hypothesis[60]. In that study, they found that
primary infection of cotton rats with influenza virus resulted in the accumulation of CD4 T cells
161
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in the BAL fluid. In contrast, a large population of T cells that were CD4 negative (most
possibly CD8 positive) were present in the BAL fluid of cotton rats following secondary
infection with a heterosubtypic virus. Moreover, these cells were most prevalent when the
challenge virus shared the same internal antigens with the primary virus, suggesting that these
cells may be CD8 T cells directed against conserved epitopes. However, in how far cellular
immunity contributes to protection in cotton rats remains elusive. Future studies should be
performed to determine if T cell immunity is induced by vaccination in cotton rats.
In summary, cotton rats could be a suitable model for studies of influenza virus infection and
the evaluation of influenza vaccines due to several reasons. Although there are several immune
parameters that remain to be characterized in cotton rats, our study indicates that breathing
frequency could be a potential indicator of the protective efficacy of WIV and other vaccines.
Concluding remarks and future perspective
Through comparing the different cross-protective immune mechanisms induced by sequential
live virus infection and immunization, we conclude that cross-reactive antibodies, crossreactive CD8 T cell immunity and CD4 T cell immunity are required for optimal crossprotection but neither of them is crucial for cross-protection. WIV vaccination can also induce
non-neutralizing antibody and cross-reactive CD8 T cells but with lower amounts of antibodies
and different phenotypes of CD8 T cells compared with live virus infection.
Adding liposome-based adjuvant (such as CAF09) or protein-based adjuvant (such as CTA1DD or CTA1-3M2e-DD) to WIV enhanced the cross-protection in mice. Moreover, intranasally
administered WIV plus mucosal adjuvants induced higher cross-protection compared to WIV
only or WIV plus CAF01 administered intramuscularly.
Non-neutralizing antibodies and cross-reactive CD8 T cells can be induced by our novel “allin-one” influenza virosomes. Thus, “all-in-one” virosomes have the potential to be exploited as
a “universal” influenza vaccine.
All these experiments (and those of others) have been performed in mice which have 2
drawbacks: 1) they are SPF and 2) they are not susceptible to clinical virus isolates. SPF mice
are not a good animal model for the evaluation of influenza vaccine, because prior infection by
unrelated pathogen, such as Streptococcus pneumonia, resulted in altered antibody immune
response induced by WIV vaccination. Cotton rats are susceptible to clinical influenza isolates
and could be exploited as a suitable model for the evaluation of influenza vaccines. Breathing
162
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frequency of cotton rats could be a potential indicator of the protective efficacy of the vaccine.
Yet, this animal model still cannot reflect the complicated infection history in humans.
Taken together, our findings indicate that to provide optimal cross-protection against influenza,
a ‘universal’ cross-protective vaccine which could induce non-neutralization antibody response,
cross-protective CD4 and CD8 T cell responses is required. Moreover, a better animal model
which could reflect the real infection history of humans is also needed.
The studies described here have focused on the cross-protective adaptive immunities, such as
non-neutralizing antibodies, CD4 and CD8 T cells, against influenza A viruses in animal
models. In recent years, increased evidence suggested that the magnitude of the adaptive
immune response can be altered by the innate immune system[61]. Yet, which subsets of innate
immune cells would be needed and how these immune cells influence the adaptive immune
response during influenza virus infection/vaccination remains unclear. In the literature, it has
been demonstrated that the innate immune system also play an important role in sensing vaccine
and adjuvants [62]. Therefore, in future studies, understanding how to manipulate innate
immune responses using influenza vaccine and adjuvants so as to generate appropriate adaptive
immune response is important to further guide the development of “universal’ influenza vaccine.
Emerging evidence suggests that innate immune cells also cooperate with certain adaptive
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immune responses for effective cross-protection. Different kinds of innate immune cells, such
as NK cells, macrophage, neutrophil or other monocytes, are required for cross-protection
relying on non-neutralizing antibodies [3]. By binding via Fc receptors to antibody-opsonized
infected cells, innate immune cells can clear virus-infected cells by different mechanisms.
Laidlaw et al reported that depletion of alveolar macrophages (and possibly other alveolar
phagocytes) resulted in increased morbidity compared to mock depleted mice, indicating nonneutralizing antibodies, CD8 T cells and macrophages/lung phagocytes synergize to provide
better cross-protection [38]. Future universal influenza vaccines should thus aim at
simultaneous induction of antibody and cellular immunity. It will also be of interest to
understand the synergizing mechanism of innate immunity and adaptive immunity to provide
better cross-protection.
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